Serious scientific games are games whose purpose is not only fun. In the field of science, the serious goals include crucial activities for scientists: outreach, teaching and research. The number of serious games is increasing rapidly, in particular citizen science games, games that allow people to produce and/or analyze scientific data.
Introduction
Citizen science has become more abundant during the past decade [1] . One good example of a citizen science project is GalaxyZoo engaging participants to classify galaxies, which has produced numerous publications (48 in 2014, [1] ).
This way of developing a research program is nowadays on the rise: a striking example is the game Foldit [2] [3] . The Foldit project, can be considered as an online 3D jigsaw puzzle where players are invited to shake and wiggle the 3D structure of proteins in order to find their most stable conformations [4] . Since its release in 2008, the project has brought remarkable results from a biological point of view [2] [3] , but was also useful to collaboratively develop new algorithms to solve a particular scientific problem [5] . Indeed, a very recent study showed that the results of players for model refinement tasks can be compared favorably with those of professional researchers [6] . Similarly, Mazzanti et al.
developed HiRE-RNA contest and showed that novice players are able to fold RNA structures without much prior knowledge [7] .
Here, we present a guideline to create or improve Citizen-Science Games (CSG), which is a developing field. We focus on the computational molecular biology area where CSG are especially frequent. We share experience from our own Phylo , DocMolecules ,
HiRE-RNA contest and Pangu projects and compare to several other initiatives such as
FoldIt and EteRNA . Such games may fall in multiple categories such as collecting scientific data, sorting it, or solving problems.
Define a (serious) goal
The most synthetic definition of a Serious Game is that of video game designers Sande Chen and David Michael: a game "in which education (in its various forms) is the primary goal rather than entertainment" [8] . The work of Julian Alvarez, Damien Djaouti and Olivier Rampnoux [9] further defined the Serious Game as a device, digital or otherwise, whose initial intention is to combine, consistently, utilitarian aspects with playful means. Such an association is aimed at an activity or a market deviating from entertainment alone. Therefore a purpose needs to be clearly defined in terms of science, outreach and teaching. A good game may address all these 3 aspects. Knowing that professional video game production costs up to millions of dollars, funding should also be taken into consideration from the very beginning of the project. The funding impacts all aspects of the project. Thus having a clear idea helps to be realistic about the goals that can be achieved.
is it to produce scientific data?
Many CSGs bare a simulation component that allows the players to interact with and/or produce scientific data. Therefore citizen science games should lead to discoveries, ultimately published in the scientific literature. The scientific relevance of the results from a gameplay increases the player's interest and motivation.
We note that up to now most of the publications on the various CSGs mainly concerned the games themselves discussing the quality of data generated, impact on motivation, etc. This outcome is expected as most of the initial publications were proof of principle. So far, only a few games generated actual scientific results on the subject they are meant to study. One intriguing common point between the first projects that published data or results obtained using data generated by players on open ended questions ( Phylo, Foldit, Eyewire, EteRNA ), is that they all involved pattern matching tasks. However, although serious games date back even before the 80s, such games with a scientific twist are relatively young such that conclusions are difficult to make.
is it outreach?
There is only a small step from a citizen science project to outreach because the involvement of participants is a criterion for success of citizen science projects [10] . This natural link leads to adaptation opportunities. Outreach can be an objective per se as in the case of DocMolecules which uses simulation and visualisation tools developed for other projects on interactive docking to convey the molecular-level action of a drug in the fight against allergy.
is it teaching?
Videogames have properties that make them adequate learning platforms [11] . Games developed originally for research are regularly used for teaching as well. Good examples are Phylo , Foldit [12] , EteRNA and HiRE-RNA Contest [7] . The difference between research and education use lies partially in the terms used: i.e. actions in game are sometimes called with a name that is presumably more familiar to the players but that hides the correct scientific term. Unfortunately, this choice may have consequences on learning that can only be limited with a debriefing to make the right connection between game and course.
Therefore it could be advised not to sacrifice precision of scientific terms for player convenience for education purposes (as well as for people primarily interested in science).
Another aspect to bear in mind is that informal learning around games depends on players' profiles [13] .
Fine tune the balance between entertainment and serious tasks
As mentioned above, a serious game is a chimera between an utilitarian goal and game mechanics. Ideally, the game design should be implemented as a function of the objectives of the game (data production, knowledge diffusion). An equilibrium and sometimes a compromise need to be found between scientific accuracy and player accessibility ( [14] , p51). The tradeoff particularly applies to: i) visualisation and graphics, ii) interaction design and iii) scoring [4] .
The level of simplification of scientific information is a key point. Not all players are looking for the same level of information. Therefore, providing access to more advanced material can help to keep experts around. For instance, Phylo integrates an expert interface accessible to users who played at least 20 games with the classic edition, which allows them to play on larger grids (300 columns) than those used in the basic version (25 columns) . This feature helps to increase the engagement of the most assiduous users.
Entertainment can also be used as a reward for achievements in the game. For example, short animated sequences related to the scientific topic can be both informative and entertaining at the end of a completed level in the game.
Enable the player to interact with Scientific data
Use of scientific data enables to raise player interest and to aim for participative data production of high scientific relevance. Intuitive interaction with the data (e.g. through molecular simulations) enriches the learning experience.
One route to this use of data is to recycle available simulation tools. The prototypical example is Foldit that derives from the Rosetta@home program [15] that in turn builds on the Rosetta software [16] . Similarly the softwares UnityMol [17] and BioSpring [18] were used to create DocMolecules . DocMolecules uses PDB structures as input for biological targets and molecular models for the drugs. Use of force field terms such as non-bonded interactions and pre-computed electrostatic fields drives feedback loops in the game.
When generating data, the considerations presented in "Ten Simple Rules for Effective Online Outreach" [19] apply, especially Rule #8 "Collect and Assess Data" to which the reader is referred. An interesting aspect with citizen science games, in which the data are generated by volunteers, is whether the data is made available. There is a general tendency to increase the availability of the data. For example, metrics measured in the game, and largely used for the development of the game itself, can be made open [20] .
The availability of the data generated by the players paves the way for another change in perspective for the participants. In addition to receive the data they generated pre-digested by professional scientists, players can also access untreated data which allows them to analyse these data. Furthermore, the source code of some CSGs has been publicly released to foster the collective development of these platforms ( e.g. Phylo, Mark2Cure ) .
Promote onboarding and engagement
Players have heterogeneous expectations [21] , therefore the reward system should be versatile. The entry barrier should be low and, ideally, the difficulty adapted to each player ( [14] , p49, 52). For example the background of players (general public versus students) has been found to be related to players abilities [22] . Defining players' activities (gameplay) should build on something people like to do ( [14] , p53).
It is often advocated that adding game components to a serious task should increase the motivation of users. However, it can also be argued that using this extrinsic motivation could interfere with the user's intrinsic motivation. In the case of citizen science games it could then lead to alteration of the data generated by players. A recent study suggests that this concern is not necessarily justified [23] .
It is crucial to provide feedback to the players about their progress. This can be done through a competitive score production (best scores table, on-line community) which may create a knock-on effect on players that will progress more quickly in knowledge and competence acquisition. Game mechanics can orient players' contributions to allow covering a project need (e.g. Foldit encouraging solving many targets in the CASP competition). The overall aim is to increase player engagement. However, it should be kept in mind that player profiles favoring competition do correspond to a fraction of the population only. Nevertheless, for CSG programs, like for other crowdsourcing programs, the results rely mainly on a few participants that contribute most of the data, called 'whales' [24] .
Manage information flow
Exchange of information between participants, as well as between the system (the serious game and its backend) and participants, is a crucial point. However, this dialogue can hardly be established solely by scores, which provide rather limited information and can even be misleading [7] . The exchange of data is part of what allows collective intelligence to emerge.
Indeed, Tinati et al. have noted positive effects of communication in web-based citizen science programs ( [25] , see also references cited therein). Furthermore, specific behaviors were observed, allowing to classify participants in categories: Discoverer, Hypothesiser, Investigator [26] . These behaviors can lead to collective intelligence. We note that CSG with active forums tend to be those that produced articles on application results generated by participants, up to now.
Allowing communication between users can create bias and be at the origin of group thinking phenomena. Amazon Mechanical Turk deliberately forbid communication between participants to avoid it. On the other hand, allowing users to exchange information indeed opens the doors to more complex calculations [27] .
Provide an appropriate narrative
The narrative is an important aspect in many games [28] . This is also true for serious games:
"Stories are equally important for serious and non-serious games alike." [29] . The plot should give sense and context to the game so that everything is connected coherently and the player knows what is his part in the overall "story": "While we cannot always control the actions of the player or the way s.he plays the game, we can adjust our storytelling technique to better align our learning objectives with our dramatic objectives." [29] . For the development a storyboard can prove helpful, in particular for serious games that need to conciliate the, sometimes divergent, serious and game objectives [30] .
To better target the audience (depending on the project), it is necessary to convey the difficulty to progress or to be able to switch between different levels. An introductory tutorial sequence is highly profitable to provide a progression in the dispense of scientific information (both concepts and vocabulary). With Docmolecules this is done through two separate levels of the game: the first level presents the context and cellular aspects and the second level allows to manipulate the drug molecule in order to dock it.
Adapt your level design
Depending on the objective, and therefore the crowd, the degree of simplification in scientific-related contents and manipulation needs to be adjusted, which is essential to make the game accessible to a broad audience and maintain player interest [14] .
Game duration needs to be adapted. The serious goal implies that the game needs to be adapted to everyone, including those who define themselves as non-gamers [31] , which in turn implies to develop casual games. Casual games are easily accessed, simple to control and non punishing [14] .
In order to control the difficulty, ideally the gameplay should not exceed 5-20 minutes and the game should be targeted to the right person, who will find it rewarding [14] . It is therefore important to be able to predict a task difficulty, which is essential for channeling them to human players with the appropriate skill level [22] .
Develop good graphics, not just for eye candy
The primary scientific data is often complex; adapted graphical representations will help significantly to better understand it (Figure 1 ). High level graphics increase the player's immersion. In the context of displaying complex scientific objects such as molecules for instance, shadowing is a necessary feature for volume rendering and shape perception.
Adjusting the crowding of the game scene allows realistic rendering of molecular worlds [32] .
Indeed, experience from scientific molecular movies indicate that there are several ways to represent biological molecules and their crowding [33] .
In the example of molecular representations, the game could switch between ball-and-stick and molecular surfaces depending on the size and nature of molecules to be displayed, for instance to distinguish small chemical compounds and large biological macromolecules.
Hiding information depending on players' activities can also be used as in the case of toggling on and off the side chain representation in Foldit . 
Use all modalities, in particular sound
The data a player will have to deal with in a serious game may be very complex and multidimensional [34] . If everything is conveyed for example visually, that channel may quickly become overloaded and the player will be lost. One solution to this issue is to make use of several channels, not only the visual one, to convey important properties. Sound effects and music can drive interest or increase scenario effects. A good option is to simplify the rendering by conveying some information through sound rather than visual effects (e.g. score progress or formation of an interaction) [35] .
Another modality that can be developed is touch, for instance through manipulation by hand with augmented reality applications [36] . An example is presented in our Pangu project ( Figure 2 ). 
"Iteratively Assess What Works and What Doesn't"
To illustrate how important it is to prototype, evaluate and iterate we use here a title taken from the article "Ten Simple Rules for Effective Online Outreach" [19] which uses this sentence as title of rule #9 and that works perfectly.
It is common practice to do iterations in game development [37] but in the case of serious games this process involves three groups of evaluators instead of two: in addition to players and developers, scientists have to come into play [4] . An interesting conclusion made by Cooper et al. is: "we have also learned not to expect the way that expert scientists view the problem to be the best way for players". The iteration process can address many of the points described above such as visualisation and graphics, interaction design and scoring mechanism.
After creating a prototype, a critical step is to test it, which implies to define evaluation criteria both for the game components and for the utilitarian aspects. The criteria defined to study the citizen science project zooniverse could be used as an example [10] : i.e. a 'success matrix' measuring both contribution to science and public engagement.
The final step is to iterate when appropriate! It seems natural that a citizen science game involves users to assess it's quality. Players may even become valuable contributors and propose original game content as seen with open-phylo .
Conclusion
The area of serious games has a long history, almost as long as video games themselves [38] . Recently, technology opportunities, including the internet, have allowed the rapid expansion of citizen science games [39] . This development represents a great opportunity by itself and should even find more applications in the future with the democratization of virtual and augmented reality. Yet designing a good game remains a tricky business with many pitfalls. We hope that the guidelines provided above will help any scientific game designer to achieve a successful implementation of a scientific endeavor within game mechanics.
